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ON THE FIXED POINTS OF A HAMILTONIAN
DIFFEOMORPHISM IN PRESENCE OF FUNDAMENTAL GROUP
KAORU ONO AND ANDREI PAJITNOV
ABSTRACT. Let M be a weakly monotone symplectic manifold, and
H be a time-dependent Hamiltonian; we assume that the peri-
odic orbits of the corresponding time-dependent Hamiltonian vector
field are non-degenerate. We construct a refined version of the Floer
chain complex associated to these data and any regular covering of
M , and derive from it new lower bounds for the number of periodic
orbits.
Using these invariants we prove in particular that if π1pMq is fi-
nite and solvable or simple, then the number of periodic orbits is
not less than the minimal number of generators of π1pMq. For a
general closed symplectic manifold with infinite fundamental group,
we show the existence of 1-periodic orbit of Conley-Zehnder index
1 ´ n for any non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamiltonian system.
1. INTRODUCTION
LetM2n be a closed symplectic manifold, denote by ω its symplec-
tic form. Let H : R{Z ˆM Ñ R be a C8 function (the Hamiltonian).
We will write Htpxq instead of Hpt, xq. One associates to H a time-
dependent Hamiltonian vector field XHt on M by the formula
ωpXHt, ¨q “ dHt for every t.
Assume that every periodic orbit of tXHtu is non-degenerate. Then
the set PpHq of all periodic orbits is finite. Let ppHq be the cardi-
nality of this set. Denote by MpMq the Morse number of M , that is,
the minimal possible number of critical points of a Morse function
on M .
The celebrated Arnold conjecture (see [1], Appendix 9, and [2],
p.284) says that
(1) ppHq > MpMq.
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It was proved by V. I. Arnold himself in the case when H is “suffi-
ciently small” function. The Arnold conjecture implies in particular
certain homological lower bounds for ppHq. Namely, let us denote
by bipMq the rank of HipMq, and by qipMq the torsion number of
HipMq (that is, the minimal possible number of generators of the
abelian groupHipMq). Then the conjecture (1) implies the following:
(2) ppHq >
ÿ
i
´
bipMq ` qipMq ` qi´1pMq
¯
.
The inequality (1) implies also the following:
(3) ppHq >
ÿ
i
bF
i
pMq,
where F is any field and we denote by bF
i
pMq the dimension ofHipM, Fq
over F.
A. Floer [8] constructed a chain complex associated with a non-
degenerate 1-periodic Hamiltonian tHtu; applying this construction
he proved the homological version (3) of the Arnold Conjecture for
any field F in the case of monotone symplectic manifolds. (Since the
degree in Floer homology is Z{2NZ, torsions in ordinary homology
appearing in different degrees but congruent modulo 2N with rel-
atively prime orders contribute to the Floer homology in the same
degree. This is the reason why (2) does not follow from Floer homol-
ogy with integer coefficients. Here N is the minimal Chern number
of pM,ωq.)
The construction of the Floer chain complex was generalized to
wider classes of symplectic manifolds, i.e., weakly monotone sym-
plectic manifolds, in [12], [17] . Taking the results on orientation
[8] section 2e, [9] section 21 into account, the conjecture (3) is ver-
ified in the case of weakly monotone symplectic manifolds ([8] for
monotone case, [12] for N “ 0 or N > n, [17] for weakly monotone
case). If the minimal Chern number is zero, i.e., spherically Calabi-
Yau, the inequality (2) holds. The construction over Q was further
generalized to all closed symplectic manifolds in [9], [14], hence the
inequality (3) with F of characteristic 0, e.g., F “ Q follows.
These results confirm the homological versions of the Arnold Con-
jecture, i.e., (2) holds when the minimal Chern number of the closed
symplectic manifold is zero, (3) with any field F holds in the case
of weakly monotone closed symplectic manifolds and (3) with a field
of characteristic zero holds for general closed symplectic manifolds.
As for the initial conjecture (1) it is still unproved in general case.
For a simply connected manifold M2n with n > 3 the statement (1)
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is equivalent to (2) in view of S. Smale’s theorem [23]. However in
the non-simply-connected case the number MpMq can be strictly
greater than the right hand side of (2). A first step to the proof of
the geometric Arnold Conjecture (1) would be to prove a weaker in-
equality involving only the invariants of the fundamental group. For
a group G let
(4) R “ t1 Ð G Ð F1 Ð F2u
be a presentation of G, where F1 and F2 are free groups of ranks
dpRq and rpRq. Denote by dpGq the minimum of numbers dpRq
for all presentations R, and by DpGq the minimum of numbers
dpRq ` rpRq for all presentations R. On the occasion of Arnold-
fest in Toronto 1997, V. I. Arnold asked the first author whether the
development in Floer theory at that time: settled the original form of
his conjecture, i.e., (1), and, in particular, whether one can show the
following weaker assertion, which does not follow from homological
version of the conjecture:
(5) ppHq > Dpπ1pMqq.
A weaker form of this conjecture is the following:
(6) ppHq > dpπ1pMqq.
Since then some progress has been made in this direction, al-
though the conjecture is far from being solved. M. Damian [5] con-
siders similar questions in the framework of the Hamiltonian iso-
topies of the cotangent bundle of a compact manifoldM . In a recent
preprint [3] J.-F. Barraud suggested a construction of a Floer funda-
mental group, and proved in particular, that p1´npHq > 1 if π1pMq is
non-trivial andM is spherical Calabi-Yau or monotone. (Here pjpHq
stands for the number of periodic orbits of Conley-Zehnder index j.)
In the present paper we use the Floer chain complex associated
with H and a regular covering ĂM Ñ M of the underlying manifold,
and deduce from it new lower bounds for ppHq in terms of certain
invariants µipĂMq, which depend on the homotopy type of M , the
minimal Chern number N of M , and the chosen covering (see Defi-
nition 5.1). These invariants are similar to V. V. Sharko’s invariants
of chain complexes [22]. The numbers µi are indexed by N in the
case of spherical Calabi-Yau manifolds and by Z{2NZ in case when
:[9], [14] appeared as preprints in the previous year.
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the minimal Chern number of M equals N . We have
ppHq >
ÿ
i
µipĂMq.
Using these invariants we obtain partial results in the direction of
the conjecture (6). For a group G denote by δpGq the minimal num-
ber of generators of the augmentation ideal of G as a ZrGs-module.
In the case whenM is weakly monotone and π1pMq is a finite group
we prove that
ppHq > δpπ1pMqq.
In particular we confirm the conjecture (6) for weakly monotone
manifolds whose fundamental groups are finite simple or solvable
(Theorem 5.7).
We also show the existence of 1-periodic orbits of Conley-Zehnder
index 1 ´ n for any non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamiltonian system
on any closed symplectic manifold with infinite fundamental group
(Theorem 5.9).
2. FLOER COMPLEX ON THE COVERING SPACE
2.1. Novikov rings: definitions. In this preliminary subsection we
gathered the definitions of several versions of the Novikov rings with
which we will be working in the paper.
Let T be a finitely generated free abelian group, and ξ : T Ñ R be
a homomorphism. Let R be a ring (commutative or not). Recall that
the group ring RrT s is the set of all finite linear combinations
l “
Nÿ
i“0
aigi, with ai P R, gi P T
with a natural ring structure (determined by the requirement that
the elements of R commute with the elements of T ).
We denote by RppT qq the set of all formal linear combinations (in-
finite in general)
λ “
8ÿ
i“0
aigi, with ai P R, gi P T
such that ξpgiq Ñ ´8 with i Ñ 8. Thus the series λ can be infinite,
but for every C the number of terms of λ with ξpgiq > C is finite.
Usually the homomorphism ξ is clear from the context, so we omit it
from the notation. The usual definition of the product of power series
endows the abelian group RppT qq with the natural ring structure (we
require that the elements of R commute with the elements of T ).
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This ring is called the Novikov completion of the ring RrT s. In this
paper we will work with the case R “ ZrGs, where G is a group.
The augmentation homomorphism ε : ZrGs Ñ Z has a natural
extension to a ring homomorphism RppT qq Ñ ZppT qq, which will be
denoted by the same symbol ε:
εp
ÿ
i
aigiq “
ÿ
εpaiqgi with ai P R, gi P T.
Thus the ring ZppT qq acquires a natural structure of RppT qq-module.
Remark 2.1. If the group G is finite, then the ring ZrGsppT qq coin-
cides with the group ring ZppT qqrGs of the group G with coefficients
in ZppT qq.
In the case when ξ : T Ñ R is a monomorphism, we will use
abbreviated notation. The group ring ZrT s will be denoted by Λ, and
its Novikov completion with respect to a monomorphism ξ will be
denoted by pΛ. For a field F we denote by F the Novikov completion
of the group ring FrT s with respect to ξ. The ring pΛ is a principal ideal
domain (PID), and F is a field. We will denote the ring ZrGsppT qq by
L, The ring FrGsppT qq will be denoted by LF. These rings will appear
frequently in Sections 3 and 4.
The Novikov rings appear in Hamiltonian dynamics in the following
context (see Subsection 2.2). LetM be a closed symplectic manifold.
The de Rham cohomology class of the symplectic form determines a
homomorphism rωs : π2pMq Ñ R. Consider the group
Γ “ π2pMq{pkerrωs X ker c1pMqq,
where c1pMq is the Chern class of the almost complex structure
associated to ω. The Novikov completion ZppΓqq will be denoted by
ΛZpM,ωq. The Novikov ring ZrGsppΓqq will be denoted in this context by
Λ
ZrGs
pM,ωq.
The restriction of the homomorphism ω to a smaller group
Γ0 “ ker c1pMq{pkerrωs X ker c1pMqq
is a monomorphism, so the corresponding Novikov completion ZppΓ0qq
is a PID; it will be denoted by Λ
p0qZ
pM,ωq “ ZppΓ0qq. The Novikov ring
ZrGsppΓ0qq will be denoted in this context by Λ
p0qZrGs
pM,ωq .
2.2. Review on Hamiltonian Floer complex.
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In this subsection, we recall the construction of Hamiltonian Floer
complex with integer coefficients: following [8], [12], [17]. Here we
use homological version. Let pM,ωq be a closed symplectic mani-
fold of dimension 2n. The minimal Chern number N “ NpM,ωq of
pM,ωq is a non-negative integer such that txc1pMq, Ay|A P π2pMqu “
NZ. We call pM,ωq weakly monotone (semi-positive) if xrωs,Ay 6 0
holds for any A P π2pMq with 3 ´ n 6 xc1pMq, Ay ă 0. This class of
symplectic manifolds, in particular, contains the following.
1) (monotone case) We call pM,ωq a monotone symplectic man-
ifold, if there exists a positive real number λ such that the
following equality holds
xc1pMq, Ay “ λxrωs,Ay
for any A P π2pMq.
2) (spherically Calabi-Yau case) We call pM,ωq spherically Calabi-
Yau, if the minimal Chern number N is zero.
Let H : R{Z ˆM Ñ R be a smooth function. Set Htppq “ Hpt, pq.
We denote by XHt the Hamiltonian vector field of Ht. We call ℓ :
R{Z ÑM a periodic solution of tXHtu, if ℓ satisfies
d
dt
ℓptq “ XHtpℓptqq.
We assume that all contractible 1-periodic solutions of tXHtu are
non-degenerate. Denote by PpHq the set of contractible 1-periodic
solutions of tXHtu.
Pick a generic t-dependent almost complex structure J compat-
ible with ω. Floer chain complex pCF˚pH, Jq, δq is constructed for
monotone symplectic manifolds in [8] and for weakly monotone case
in [12], [17].
Let LpMq be the space of contractible loops in M . Consider the
set of pairs pℓ, wq, where ℓ : R{Z Ñ M is a loop and w : D2 Ñ M is
a bounding disk of the loop ℓ. We set an equivalence relation „ by
pℓ, wq „ pℓ1, w1q if and only if ℓ “ ℓ1 and
xrωs, w#p´w1qy “ 0 and xc1pMq, w#p´w
1qy “ 0,
where w#p´w1q is a spherical 2-cycle obtained by gluing w and w1
with orientation reversed along the boundaries.
:There is an approach to construct Hamiltonian Floer complex with integer co-
efficients for non-degenerate periodic Hamiltonian systems on arbitrary closed
symplectic manifold [10]. Since the details has not been carried out, we restrict
ourselves to the class of weakly monotone symplectic manifolds.
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Then the space LpMq of equivalence classes rℓ, ws is a covering
space of LpMq. Denote by Π : LpMq Ñ LpMq the covering projec-
tion, and by Γ the group of the deck transformations of this covering,
so that we have
Γ “ π2pMq{pkerrωs X ker c1pMqq.
We have the weight homomorphismż
ω : π2pMq Ñ R,
and the corresponding Novikov ring ΛZpM,ωq “ ZppΓqq.
We define the action functional AH : LpMq Ñ R by
AHprℓ, wsq “
ż
D2
w˚ω `
ż
1
0
Hpt, ℓptqqdt.
Then the critical point set CritAH is equal to Π
´1pPpHqq. For each
pair pℓ, wq of ℓ P PpHq and its bounding disk w, we have the Conley-
Zehnder index µCZpℓ, wq P Z.
µCZ : CritAH Ñ Z.
We define CFkpH, Jq by the downward completion of the free mod-
ule generated by rℓ, ws P CritAH with µCZprℓ,wsq “ k P Z in the
spirit of Novikov complex using the filtration by AH. Pick and fix
a lift rℓ, wℓs for each ℓ P PpHq. Then CF˚pH, Jq is a free module
generated by rℓ, wℓs over the Novikov ring Λ
Z
pM,ωq.
The boundary operator B : CFkpH, Jq Ñ CFk´1pH, Jq is defined by
counting Floer connecting orbits.
Let rℓ˘, w˘s P CritAH. We denote by ĂMprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq the
space of the solutions u : R ˆ R{Z Ñ M satisfying
(7)
Bu
Bτ
` Jpupτ, tqqp
Bu
Bt
´XHtpupτ, tqqq “ 0
(8) lim
τÑ˘8
upτ, tq “ ℓ˘ptq
and
(9) rℓ`, w`s “ rℓ`, w´#us.
The group R acts on ĂMprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq by shifting the parametriza-
tion in τ -coordinate. We denote by Mprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq the quotient
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space of ĂMprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq by the R-action. Note that the R-action
is free unless rℓ`, w`s “ rℓ´, w´s. We have
dimMprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq “ µCZprℓ
`, w`sq ´ µCZprℓ
´, w´sq ´ 1.
The moduli spaces Mprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq are oriented in a compatible
way, see [8] section 2e, [9] section 21 and [18] section 5. For rℓ˘, w˘s
such that µCZprℓ
`, w`sq´µCZprℓ
´, w´sq “ 1, Mprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq is a
0-dimensional compact oriented manifold. We denote by nprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq
the order of Mprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq counted with signs.
For rℓ`, w`s P CritAH, we define
Brℓ`, w`s “
ÿ
nprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sqrℓ´, w´s,
where the summation is taken over rℓ´, w´s such that µCZprℓ
´, w´sq “
µCZprℓ
`, w`sq ´ 1.
In [12], [17], the Floer complex is constructed over the Novikov ring
Λ
Z{2Z
pM,ωq – Λ
Z
pM,ωq b Z{2Z with Z{2Z-coefficients. In order to construct
the Floer complex over the Novikov ring with Z-coefficients, we need
an appropriate coherent system of orientations on the moduli spaces
Mprℓ´, w´s, rℓ`, w`sq. Taking [8] section 2e, [9] section 21 into ac-
count, the argument in [12] section 5 derives the well-definedness of
the boundary operator B and the fact that B ˝ B “ 0.
Namely, the moduli space Mprℓ1, w1s, rℓ2, w2sq with µCZprℓ2, w2sq ´
µCZprℓ1, w1sq “ 2 is a compact oriented 1-dimensional manifold such
that boundary is the union of the direct product Mprℓ1w1s, rℓ, wsq ˆ
Mprℓ,ws, rℓ2, w2sq over rℓ, ws with µCZprℓ, wsq “ µCZprℓ
`, w`sq “ 1.
This implies that the summation of nprℓ1, w1s, rℓ, wsq¨nprℓ,ws, rℓ2, w2sq “
0, hence the coefficient of rℓ1, w1s in B ˝ Bprℓ2, w2sq vanishes.
Hence we have
Theorem 2.2. Let pM,ωq be a closed weakly monotone symplectic
manifold. For a non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamiltonian function H
and a generic almost complex structure compatible with ω, pCF˚pH, Jq, Bq
is a Z-graded chain complex over ΛZpM,ωq with integer coefficients.
We denote by HF˚pH,Jq the homology of pCF˚pH, Jq, Bq.
Let Hα,Hβ be non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamiltonians and Jα, Jβ
generic almost complex structures compatible with ω. Pick a one-
parameter family of smooth functions H “ tHτ u on R{Z ˆM and a
one-parameter family J “ tJτ u of almost complex structures com-
patible with ω such that Hτ “ Hα and J
τ “ Jα for sufficiently
negative τ and Hτ “ Hβ and J
τ “ Jβ for sufficiently positive τ .
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Theorem 2.3. Let Hα,Hβ and Jα, Jβ be as above. Then there exists
a chain homotopy equivalence
ΦH,J : CF˚pHα, Jαq Ñ CF˚pHβ, Jβq.
The chain homomorphism ΦH,J is constructed by counting iso-
lated solutions u : R ˆ R{Z Ñ M joining rℓ´, w´s P CritAHα and
rℓ`, w`s P CritAHβ of the following equation.
(10)
Bu
Bτ
` Jτ pupτ, tqq
´Bu
Bt
´XHτt pupτ, tqq
¯
“ 0.
For two choices pH1,J1q and pH2,J2q, the chain homomorphisms
ΦH1,J1 and ΦH2,J2 are chain homotopic. To construct a chain homo-
topy between them, we pick homotopies tHsu, resp. tJsu, s P r0, 1s
between H1 and H2, resp. J1 and J2 and count isolated solutions
of Equation (10) with Js,Hs for some s P r0, 1s.
Theorem 2.4. ([19]) Let pM,ωq be a closed symplectic manifold and
f a Morse function f on M . For a non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamil-
tonian H and a generic almost complex structure J compatible with
ω, the Floer complex pCF˚pH, Jq, Bq is chain equivalent to the Morse
complex pCM˚`npf q b Λ
Z
pM,ωq, B
Morseq.
For the comparison of orientation of the moduli space of solutions
of Equation (7) and the moduli space of Morse gradient flow lines,
see [9] section 21.
Remark 2.5. If pM,ωq is either monotone, spherically Calabi-Yau
or the minimal Chern number N > n, we have a chain homo-
topy equivalence between pCF˚pH,Jq, Bq and pCF˚pf, Jq, Bq for a suf-
ficiently small Morse function f . The latter is isomorphic to the
Morse complex pCM˚`npf q bΛ
Z
pM,ωq, B
Morseq, see [12] Proposition 7.4.
In [17], we introduced modified Floer homologyzHF ˚pH, Jq, which
is computed in the case that pM,ωq is a closed weakly monotone
symplectic manifold and show that
zHF ˚pH,Jq – H˚`npM ; ΛZpM,ωqq.
(In order to work over integer coefficients, we use the orientation of
the moduli space of solutions of Equation (7), (10) as in [9] section
21.) In the end of section 6.3 [11], we have an isomorphism betweenzHF ˚pH, Jq and HF˚pH,Jq, see also [4] Remark 4, which also yields
HF˚pH,Jq – H˚`npM ; Λ
Z
pM,ωqq.
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If the minimal Chern number of pM,ωq is N , the Floer chain com-
plex pCF˚pH,Jq, δq is 2N-periodic, i.e.,
pCF˚, Bq – pCF˚`2N , Bq.
(Pick an element A P π2pMq such that xc1pMq, Ay “ N . Then the
action of rAs P π2pMq{pkerrωs X ker c1pMqq induces such an iso-
morphism of chain complexes.) The Z{2NZ-graded version of Floer
complex pCF˚, δq is a free finitely generated chain complex over the
smaller Novikov ring. Namely, put
Γ0 “ ker c1pMq{pkerrωs X ker c1pMqq.
endow it with the homomorphism
ş
ω : Γ0 Ñ R and consider the
corresponding Novikov completion Λ
p0qZ
pM,ωq “ ZppΓ0qq. We may also
denote this ring by pΛ (observe that ş ω : Γ0 Ñ R is a monomorphism).
We have the following
Theorem 2.6. Let pM,ωq be a closed weakly monotone symplectic
manifold with minimal Chern number N and H a non-degenerate 1-
periodic Hamiltonian onM .
(1) Then there exists a Z{2NZ-graded chain complex pCF ˝˚ pH,Jq, Bq,
which is freely generated by trℓ, wℓs|ℓ P PpHqu over Λ
p0qZ
pM,ωq.
(2) pCF ˝˚ , Bq is chain equivalent to the Morse complex pCM
˝
˚`n, B
Morseq
with the grading modulo 2N as chain complexes over Λ
p0qZ
pM,ωq.
We can also construct Floer complex with coefficients in a local
system onM , see [18] section 6, and prove corresponding results in
the case with coefficients in a local system on M .
Theorem 2.7. Let pM,ωq be a closed weakly monotone symplectic
manifold and ρ : π1pMq Ñ GLpr, Fq. For a non-degenerate 1-periodic
Hamiltonian H and a generic almost complex structure compatible
with ω,
HF ˝˚ pH,J ; ρq – H
˝
˚`npM ; ρq b Λ
F
pM,ωq.
2.3. Floer complex over a regular cover. Let pr : ĂM Ñ M be a
regular covering ofM with the covering transformation groupG. Let
H be a non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamiltonian M and J a generic
t-dependent almost complex structures compatible with ω. Denote
by ĂH, resp. rJ the pull-back of H, resp. J , to R{Z ˆ ĂM . The Floer
complex pCF˚pĂH, rJq, Bq is constructed in the spirit of [13].
We will now define LpĂMq similarly to LpMq. Consider the set of
all pairs pγ, wq where γ is a loop in ĂM and w is a bounding disk for
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pr ˝γ. Introduce in this set the following equivalence relation: pγ, wq
and pγ 1, w1q are equivalent if the values of both cohomology classes
rωs and c1pMq on the singular sphere w#p´w
1q are the same. The
set LpĂMq of the equivalence classes is a covering space of LpĂMq, and
the deck transformation group of the covering is isomorphic to
Γ “ π2pMq{pkerrωs X ker c1pMqq.
The action functional
AĂH : LpĂMq Ñ R
is defined by the same formula as before, namely
AĂHpγ, wq “ AHppr ˝ γ, wq.
We define CF˚pĂH, rJq by the downward completion of free abelian
group generated by CritAĂH with respect to the action functionalAĂH.
Pick and fix a lift rℓ of ℓ P PpHq to a 1-periodic solution of XĂHt on ĂM .
Note that pr´1pPpHqq “ tg ¨ rℓ|ℓ P PpHq, g P Gu. We have
CritAĂH “ trg ¨ rℓ, ws|rℓ,ws P CritAH, g P Gu.
We also pick and fix a bounding disk wℓ for each ℓ P PpHq. Then
we find that CF˚pĂH, rJq is isomorphic to a free module generated by
trrℓ, wℓs|ℓ P PpHqu over ΛZrGspM,ωq.
The boundary operator is defined by counting certain isolated so-
lutions of Equation (7) as follows. Let rγ˘, w˘s P CritĂH. We con-
sider the moduli space Mprγ´, w´s, rγ`, w`sq of solutions of Equa-
tion (7) satisfying Condition (8) with ℓ˘ “ pr ˝ γ˘, Condition (9)
and that upτ, 0q : R Ñ ĂM lifts to a path joining γ´p0q and γ`p0q.
We set nprγ´, w´s, rγ`, w`sq the signed count of isolated solutions
in Mprγ´, w´s, rγ`, w`sq. Since isolated connecting orbits in Mprpr ˝
γ´, w´s, rpr˝γ`, w`sq are at most finitely manyMprγ´, w´s, rg¨γ`, w`sq
contains isolated connecting orbits. In other words, for fixed rγ´, w´s,
rγ`, w`s, there are at most finitely many g P G such that nprγ´, w´s, rg¨
γ`, w`sq ‰ 0. The boundary operator B on CF˚pĂH, rJq is given by
Brγ`, w`s “
ÿ
nprγ´, w´s, rγ`, w`sqrγ´, w´s.
It is clear that B is linear over Λ
ZrGs
pM,ωq.
Keeping attention on the homotopy classes of paths upτ, 0q : R Ñ
M of solutions of Equation (7), (10), the proofs of Theorems 2.2, 2.3
and 2.4 works for the case of CF˚pĂH, rJq. For example, we show the
fact that B ˝ B “ 0 in the following way. In subsection 2.2, we re-
called that pCF˚pH, Jq, Bq is a chain complex using the moduli space
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Mprℓ1, w1s, rℓ2, w2sq with µCZprℓ2, w2sq ´ µCZprℓ1, w1sq “ 2. The pro-
jection pr : ĂM Ñ M gives an identification of Mprγ1, w1s, rγ2, w2sq
and the subspace of Mppr ˝ γ´, w´, pr ˝ γ`, w`sq consisting of con-
necting orbits u such that upτ, 0q lifts to a path joining γ1p0q and
γ2p0q. The boundary of this subspace is the union of the direct prod-
uct Mprγ1, w1s, rγ, wsq ˆ Mprγ, ws, rγ2, w2sq such that µCZprγ, wsq “
µCZprγ
`, w`sq ´ 1, which is identified with the union of the space of
pairs pu1, u2q of Mprpr˝γ1, w1s, rpr˝γ,wsqˆMprB˝γ,ws, rpr˝γ2, w2sq
such that the concatenation of the paths u1pτ, 0q and u2pτ, 0q lifts to
a path joining γ1p0q and γ2p0q. Hence, by looking at the components
of Mppr ˝γ1, w1, pr ˝γ2, w2sq with upτ, 0q in the prescribed homotopy
class of paths joining pr ˝γ1p0q and pr ˝γ2p0q, we find that CF˚pĂH, rJq
is a chain complex. This Floer complex is periodic with respect to the
degree shift by 2N . Hence we can also obtain Z{2NZ-graded chain
complex, which we denote by CF ˝˚ pH, Jq, CF
˝
˚ p
ĂH, rJq, etc.
Theorem 2.8. Let ĂM Ñ M be a regular covering of a closed weakly
monotone symplectic manifold pM,ωqwith minimal Chern numberN .
Let G be the structure group of the covering.
(1) For a non-degenerate 1-periodic HamiltonianH onM , there exists
a Z{2NZ-graded chain complex pCF ˝˚ p
ĂH, rJq, Bq such that CF ˝˚ pĂH, rJq
is a free module generated by trrℓ, wℓs|ℓ P PpHqu over Λp0qZrGspM,ωq .
(2) Let f be a Morse function on M . Then for a non-degenerate
1-periodic Hamiltonian H and a generic almost complex structure J
compatible with ω, pCF ˝˚ p
ĂH, rJq, Bq is chain equivalent to the Morse
complex pCM ˝˚`npf ˝ prq bZrGs Λ
p0qZrGs
pM,ωq , B
Morseq of the Morse function
f ˝ pr : ĂM Ñ R with coefficients in Λp0qZrGspM,ωq .
In the case of arbitrary closed symplectic manifolds we have an
analog of this result over the field Q.
Theorem 2.9. Let ĂM Ñ M be a regular covering of a closed sym-
plectic manifold pM,ωq with minimal Chern number N . Let G be the
structure group of the covering.
(1) For a non-degenerate 1-periodic HamiltonianH onM , there exists
a Z{2NZ-graded chain complex pCF ˝˚ p
ĂH, rJq, Bq such that CF ˝˚ pĂH, rJq
is a free module generated by trrℓ, wℓs|ℓ P PpHqu over Λp0qQrGspM,ωq .
(2) Let f be a Morse function on M . Then for a non-degenerate
1-periodic Hamiltonian H and a generic almost complex structure J
compatible with ω, pCF ˝˚ p
ĂH, rJq, Bq is chain equivalent to the Morse
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complex pCM ˝˚`npf ˝ prq bQrGs Λ
p0qQrGs
pM,ωq , B
Morseq of the Morse function
f ˝ pr : ĂM Ñ R with coefficients in Λp0qQrGspM,ωq .
3. INVARIANTS OF CHAIN COMPLEXES: Z-GRADED CASE
The sections 3 and 4 are purely algebraic. We introduce some
invariants of chain complexes, which will be applied in Section 5 to
obtain lower bounds for ppHq.
3.1. Definition of invariants µi.
Recall that a ring R is called an IBN-ring, if the cardinality of a
base of a free R-module does not depend on the choice of the base.
Any principal ideal domain (PID) is an IBN-ring. The group ring of
any group with coefficients in a PID is an IBN-ring. All the rings
which we consider in this paper will be IBN-rings.
Definition 3.1. For a free based finitely generated module A over an
IBN-ring R we denote by mpAq the cardinality of any base of A. It
will be called the rank of A.
Let C˚ “ tCnunPZ be a free finitely generated chain complex over
a ring R. Denote by mipC˚q the number mpCiq. The minimum of
the numbersmipD˚q, where D˚ ranges over the set of all free based
finitely generated chain complexes chain equivalent to C˚, will be
denoted by µipC˚q.
Observe that the chain complexes which we consider are not sup-
posed to vanish in negative degrees.
Our aim in this section is to develop efficient tools for computing
the invariants µipC˚q for the case of chain complexes arising in the
applications to the Arnold conjecture.
We will use here the terminology from Subsection 2.1. Namely G
is a group, T is a free abelian finitely generated group, ξ : T Ñ R is
a monomorphism. We consider the rings
L “ ZrGsppT qq, pΛ “ ZppT qq, F “ FppT qq.
The ring L is an IBN-ring since it has an epimorphism onto pΛ. Sim-
ilarly, LF is an IBN-ring.
We will use the following notation throughout the rest of the paper:
X is a connected finite CW-complex, ĂX Ñ X is a regular
covering with a structure group G, so that we have an
epimorphism π1pXq Ñ G,
(11) C˚pXq “ C˚pĂXq b
ZG
ZrGsppT qq.
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Then C˚pXq is a free finitely generated chain complex over L “
ZrGsppT qq. Observe the following isomorphism of L-modules:
(12) H0pC˚pXqq « pΛ.
3.2. Lower bounds provided by the cohomology with local coef-
ficients.
Let ρ : G Ñ GLpr, Fq be a representation. We denote by bipX, ρq
the Betti numbers of X with respect to the local coefficient system
induced by ρ. Put
(13) βipX, ρq “
1
r
bipX, ρq.
We will need the following basic Lemma.
Lemma 3.2. LetD˚ be a free finitely generated chain complex over L,
chain equivalent to C˚pXq. Let ρ : G Ñ GLpr,Fq be a representation.
Then there is a chain complex E˚ over F such that
1) dimF Ek “ r ¨mkpD˚q,
2) dimF HkpE˚q “ bkpX, ρq.
Proof. The vector space Fr has the structure of ZrGs-module via
the representation ρ. This structure induces a natural structure pρ
of L-module on Fr by the following formula
p
ÿ
i
aigiqp
ÿ
j
vjhjq “
ÿ
i,j
aipvjqgihj with ai P ZrGs, vj P F
r, gi, hj P T.
We have also the representation ρ0 : G Ñ GLpr,Fq obtained as the
composition of ρ with the embedding F 

// F . Put E˚ “ D˚ bpρ F
r.
Then dimF Ek “ r ¨mkpD˚q, and
C˚pXq bpρ F
r “
´
C˚pĂXq b
ZrGs
L
¯
bpρ F
r « C˚pĂXq b
ρ0
Fr «
´
C˚pĂXq b
ρ
Fr
¯
b
F
F
so that
dimF HkpE˚q “ dimF Hk
´
C˚pXq bpρ F
r
¯
“ bkpX, ρq. 
The next proposition follows.
Proposition 3.3. We have
µipC˚pXqq > βipX, ρq.
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Proof. Let D˚ be any chain complex over L which is chain equiv-
alent to C˚pXq. Pick a chain complex E˚ constructed in the previous
Lemma. We have
r ¨mkpD˚q “ dimF Ek > dimF HkpE˚q “ bkpX, ρq “ r ¨ βipX, ρq. 
For i “ 1 we have a slightly stronger version of this estimate. In
order to prove it, we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let A˚ be a free based finitely generated chain com-
plex over a ring R, such that A˚ “ 0 for ˚ 6 l ´ 2 and Hl´1pA˚q “ 0.
Then there exists a chain complex B˚ such that
1) Bj « Aj for j > l ` 2, and j “ l.
2) Bl`1 “ Al`1 ‘Al´1,
3) Bj “ 0 for j 6 l ´ 1.
Proof. Let T˚ be the chain complex
t0 Ð Al´1
Id
oo Al´1 Ð 0u
concentrated in degrees l and l ` 1. By the Thickening Lemma ([22],
Lemma 3.6, p. 56) the chain complex C˚ “ A˚ ‘ T˚ is isomorphic to
the chain complex
C 1˚ “ t0 Ð Al´1
Bl
oo Al´1 ‘Al
Bl`1
oo Al´1 ‘ Al`1 Ð Al`2 Ð . . .u
with Blpx, yq “ x. Splitting off the chain complex
t0 Ð Al´1
Id
oo Al´1 Ð 0u
concentrated in degrees l ´ 1 and l, we obtain the required chain
complex B˚. 
Proposition 3.5. We have
µ1pC˚pXqq > β1pX, ρq ` 1
for any representation ρ such that H0pX, ρq “ 0.
Proof. Let D˚ be any free based finitely generated chain com-
plex over L, chain equivalent to C˚pXq. An easy induction argument
using Lemma 3.4 shows that D˚ is chain equivalent to a free based
finitely generated chain complex D1˚ such that D
1
i “ 0 for i 6 ´2 and
D1
i
“ Di for i > 1. Put
α “ mpD1´1q, β “ mpD
1
0
q, γ “ mpD1
1
q.
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The homology of D1˚ and of D˚ bpρ pΛrF vanishes in degree ´1. Applying
Lemma 3.2 to the trivial 1-dimensional representation ρ0 we find a
chain complex
E˚ “ t0 oo F
α B0
oo Fβ
B1
oo Fγ oo . . . u
such that H´1pE˚q “ 0 and H0pE˚q « F ; this implies β > α `
1. Applying Lemma 3.2 to the representation ρ we obtain a chain
complex
E1˚ “ t0
oo Fαr
B1
0
oo Fβr
B1
1
oo Fγr oo . . . u
with dimF Ker B
1
1
> b1pX, ρq. Since H0pX, ρq and H0pE
1
˚q vanish, we
obtain
rγ > b1pX, ρq ` rpβ ´ αq > b1pX, ρq ` r. 
Remark 3.6. Observe that the condition H0pX, ρq “ 0 is true for
every non-trivial irreducible representation ρ.
When π1pXq is a perfect group the above methods allow to obtain
a lower bound for µ2pXq:
Proposition 3.7. Assume that the covering ĂX Ñ X is the universal
covering of X, so that in particular π1pXq « G. Assume that G is a
perfect finite group. Then µ2pXq > b2pXq ` 2.
Proof. Let D˚ be any free based finitely generated chain com-
plex over L, chain equivalent to C˚pXq. Consider the chain complex
D1˚ constructed in the proof of the Lemma 3.5. Applying Lemma 3.2
to the trivial 1-dimensional representation ρ0 we find a chain com-
plex
E˚ “ t0 oo F
α B0
oo Fβ
B1
oo Fγ
B2
oo Fδ oo . . . u
such that H´1pE˚q “ 0 and H0pE˚q « F ; We have dimKer B1 “
γ ´ pβ ´αq ` 1. Since G is perfect, we have dimH1pE˚q “ b1pXq “ 0,
therefore dim Im B1
2
“ γ ´ pβ ´ αq ` 1, so that
δ > b2pXq ` γ ´ pβ ´ αq ` 1.
Choose an irreducible representation ρ, such that b1pX, ρq > 1 (this
is possible by Theorem 3.8). Applying Lemma 3.2 to the representa-
tion ρ we deduce γ ´ pβ ´ αq > β1pX, ρq ą 0, so that δ > b2pXq ` 2.

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3.3. The invariant µ1: the case of finite groups. The results of
the previous subsection allow to obtain a complete result for the
invariant µ1 in the case of finite groups. For a group G denote by
dpGq the minimal possible number of generators of G and by δpGq
the minimal possible number of generators of the augmentation ideal
of ZrGs as a ZrGs-module. The next theorem is a reformulation of a
well-known result in the cohomological theory of finite groups (see,
for example, [21], Corollary 5.8, p. 191).
Theorem 3.8. LetG be a finite group. Then δpGq equals the maximum
of two numbers ApGq and BpGq, defined below.
ApGq “ max
p,ρ
´11
r
b1pG, ρq
9
` 1
¯
,
where the maximum is taken over all prime divisors p of |G| and all
the irreducible non-trivial representations ρ : G Ñ GLpr, Fpq.
:
BpGq “ max
p
b1pG, Fpq,
where the maximum is taken over all prime divisors p of |G|. 
Remark 3.9. If φ : G Ñ K is a group epimorphism, V a K-module,
and we endow V with a structure of G-module via φ, then the in-
duced homomorphismH1pG, V q Ñ H1pK,V q is surjective.
Recall from (11) that X denotes a connected finite CW-complex,
and ĂX Ñ X is a regular covering with a structure group G, so that
we have an epimorphism π1pXq Ñ G. We denote by C˚pXq the chain
complex C˚pĂXq b
ZG
L.
Theorem 3.10. Let G be a finite group with a group epimorphism
π1pXq Ñ G. Then µ1pC˚pXqq > δpGq.
Proof. LetD˚ be a free based finitely generated chain complex chain
equivalent to C˚pXq. The inequality µ1pC˚pXqq > δpGq follows imme-
diately from Propositions 3.3, 3.5 together with Theorem 3.8 and
Remarks 3.6, 3.9. 
The invariant δpGq of a finite group has the following properties:
1) δpGq “ dpGq if G is solvable (K. Gru¨nberg’s theorem [6], see
also [21], Theorem 5.9).
2) δpGq “ 1 if and only if G is cyclic (see [21], Lemma 5.5).
The second point implies also that δpGq equals 2 for any simple non-
abelian group G (since dpGq “ 2 for such a group).
:The symbol vzw denotes the minimal integer k > z.
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Corollary 3.11. Let G be a finite group with a group epimorphism
π1pXq Ñ G. We have
1) µ1pC˚pXqq > dpGq if G is solvable or simple.
2) µ1pC˚pXqq > 1 for every non-trivial group G.
3) µ1pC˚pXqq > 2 if G is not cyclic.
3.4. The invariant µ1: the case of infinite groups. If the group G
is infinite, it is more difficult to give computable lower bounds for
µ1pC˚pXqq. In this section we prove that µ1pC˚pXqq ą 0. Recall the
ring L “ ZrGsppT qq and its subring pΛ “ ZppT qq. Observe that thepΛ-module L has no torsion. The ring pΛ is also a module over L via
the augmentation homomorphism ε (see Subsection 3.1).
Lemma 3.12. A free L-module contains no submodule isomorphic topΛ.
Proof. Assume that there is an embedding i : pΛ Ñ Ln. There is
a projection p : Ln Ñ L such that p ˝ i is non-trivial. Since L has
no pΛ-torsion, the homomorphism p ˝ i is an embedding. Put a “
pp ˝ iqp1q P L. Multiplying a by a suitable element of T if necessary,
we can consider that a “ α ¨ 1`α1 where α P ZrGs, and α1 is a power
series in monomials gi P T with ξpgiq ă 0. For every g P G we have
then g ¨ a “ λ ¨ a with with some λ P pΛ, which implies gα “ lα for
some l P Z. The last property is impossible, since G is infinite, and
α is a finite linear combination of elements of G. 
Corollary 3.13. LetD˚ be a free based finitely generated chain com-
plex over L. Assume thatH0pD˚q « pΛ. Then D1 ­“ 0.
Proof. If D1 “ 0, then H0pD˚q is isomorphic to the kernel of the
boundary operator B0 : D0 Ñ D´1, therefore H0pD˚q is a submodule
of free L-module, which contradicts to Lemma 3.12. 
The next proposition follows.
Proposition 3.14. If G is infinite, then µ1pC˚pXqq > 1.
Remark 3.15. This proposition is valid also for non-trivial finite
groups, see Theorem 3.10.
3.5. The invariant µ1: the general case.
Definition 3.16. Let R be a ring, and N be a module over R. The
minimal number s such that there exists an epimorphism Rs`r Ñ
N ‘ Rr will be called the stable number of generators of N , and de-
noted by σpNq. The stable number of generators of the augmentation
ideal Ker ε : L Ñ pΛ of the ring L will be denoted σpGq.
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Remark 3.17. Using Theorem 3.8 it is easy to show that σpGq “
δpGq for any finite group. It does not seem that this equality holds
in general, although we do not have a counter-example at present.
Proposition 3.18. µ1pC˚pXqq > σpGq.
Proof. Let D˚ be any free based finitely generated chain com-
plex over L, chain equivalent to C˚pXq. Similarly to Proposition 3.5
we construct a free based finitely generated chain complexD1˚ chain
equivalent to D˚ such that D
1
i
“ 0 for i 6 ´2 and D1
i
“ Di for i > 1.
Denote D1´2 by A and D
1
´1 by B. Similarly to the proof of 3.5 we
deduce mpD0q > mpBq ´mpAq ` 1. We have HipD˚q “ 0 for i ă 0.
Applying Lemma 3.4 we obtain a chain complex
D1˚ “ t. . . 0 Ð D
1
´2
B´1
oo D1´1 Ð D0 Ð D1 Ð . . . u
Applying Lemma 3.4 two more times, we obtain a chain complex
D2˚ “ t. . . 0 Ð D0 ‘A Ð D1 ‘B Ð D2 Ð . . . u
chain equivalent to D1˚. Since H0pD
1
˚q «
pΛ, we have an exact se-
quence
0 Ð pΛ φoo D0 ‘A ψoo D1 ‘B.
Add to it the exact sequence t0 Ð 0 Ð L
Id
oo L Ð 0u. By the
Thickening Lemma the result is isomorphic to the following exact
sequence
0 Ð pΛ χoo L ‘D0 ‘A φoo L ‘D1 ‘ B
where χpf, d, aq “ εpf q. Let JpGq “ Ker pε : L Ñ pΛq. We have
Ker χ “ JpGq ‘ D0 ‘ A, so that φ is an epimorphism of a free L-
module of rank mpBq `mpD1q ` 1 onto the sum of JpGq and a free
L-module of rank mpAq `mpD0q. Thus
σpGq 6 mpBq ´mpAq ` 1 ´mpD0q `mpD1q 6 mpD1q. 
3.6. The invariant µ2. The results about this invariant are less
complete, than for µ1: we have two different lower bounds for µ2pC˚pXqq
(Proposition 3.19 and Corollary 3.28), none of them is optimal in
general. Denote by B1pXq the maximum of numbers β1pX, ρq ´
β0pX, ρq where ρ ranges over all representations of G.
Proposition 3.19. For every representation ρ : G Ñ GLpr, Fqwe have
(14) µ2pC˚pXqq > B1pXq ` β2pX, ρq ´ β1pX, ρq ` β0pX, ρq.
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Proof. Let D˚ be any free finitely generated chain complex over
L, chain equivalent to C˚pXq. Similarly to Proposition 3.5 we can
assume that Di “ 0 for i 6 ´2. Put
α “ mpD´1q, β “ mpD0q, γ “ mpD1q, δ “ mpD2q.
Apply Lemma 3.2 and let E˚ be the corresponding chain complex.
Denote by Z0 the space of cycles of degree 0 of this complex; then
dimF Z0 “ rpβ ´ αq. Consider the chain complex
0 Ð Z0 Ð E1 Ð E2 Ð . . .
of vector spaces over F . Its Betti numbers are equal to the Betti
numbers of X with coefficients in ρ, and applying the strong Morse
inequalities we obtain the following:
β ´ α > β0pX, ρq;(15)
γ ´ pβ ´ αq > β1pX, ρq ´ β0pX, ρq;(16)
δ ´ γ ` β ´ α > β2pX, ρq ´ β1pX, ρq ` β0pX, ρq.(17)
The inequality (16) implies that γ ´ β ` α > B1pXq. Now the propo-
sition follows from (17). 
Corollary 3.20. Assume thatG is finite and the epimorphismπ1pXq Ñ
G is an isomorphism. Then
µ2pC˚pXqq > δpGq ´ b1pX, Fq ` b2pX, Fq.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.8 that B1pXq ` b0pX, Fq > δpGq.

Remark 3.21. If G is a finite perfect group then b1pX, Fq “ 0, and
δpGq > 2; thus we recover the Proposition 3.7.
Now we will give a lower bound for µ2pXq in terms of a numerical
invariant depending only on G and related to the invariant DpGq
(see Introduction). Up to the end of this Section we assume that G
is finite and the epimorphism π1pXq Ñ G is an isomorphism. In this
case the natural inclusion pΛrGs   // ZrGsppT qq is an isomorphism.
We will make no difference between these two rings; observe also
that
C˚pXq “ C˚pĂXq b
Z
pΛ.
Definition 3.22. Let R be a commutative ring and
F˚ “ t0 Ð R Ð F0 Ð F1 Ð . . .u
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be a free RrGs-resolution of the trivial RrGs-module R; putmipF˚q “
mpFiq. The minimum of mipF˚q over all free resolutions of R will be
denoted by µipG,Rq.
: If R “ Z we abbreviate µipG,Rq to µipGq.
The following properties are easy to prove:
1) For any ring R we have µipG,Rq 6 µipGq.
2) µ1pGq “ δpGq.
3) DpGq > µ1pGq ` µ2pGq.
We will now introduce a similar notion appearing in the context of
Z-graded complexes.
Definition 3.23. Let R be a commutative ring. A Z-graded chain
complex of free finitely generated RrGs-modules
E˚ “ t. . . Ð E´n Ð . . . Ð E0 Ð . . . En Ð . . .u
is called a Z-graded resolution of the trivial RrGs-module R if
1) H˚pE˚q “ 0 for every i ­“ 0 and H0pE˚q « R.
2) E´n “ 0 for every n > 0 sufficiently large.
The minimum of mipE˚q over all Z-graded resolutions of R will be
denoted by µ¯ipG,Rq. If R “ Z we abbreviate µ¯ipG,Rq to µ¯ipGq.
We have obviously µ¯ipG,Rq 6 µipG,Rq. The next proposition fol-
lows from the fundamental result of R. Swan [24].
Proposition 3.24. We have µipGq “ µ¯ipGq for i “ 1, 2.
Proof. Let E˚ be a Z-graded resolution. Similarly to Proposition
3.5 we can assume that Ei “ 0 for i 6 ´2; put
f0 “ mpE0q ´mpE´1q, fi “ mpEiq for i > 1.
Let ρ : G Ñ GLpr, Fq be any irreducible representation. Put Eρ˚ “
E˚ b
ρ
Fr, and let Zρ0 be the vector space of cycles of degree 0. Then
dimZ
ρ
0
“ rf0. By the strong Morse inequalities applied to the chain
complex
0 Ð Zρ
0
Ð Eρ
1
Ð Eρ
2
Ð . . .
we have
f0 > β0pE˚, ρq;(18)
f1 ´ f0 > β1pE˚, ρq ´ β0pE˚, ρq;(19)
f2 ´ f1 ` f0 > β2pE˚, ρq ´ β1pE˚, ρq ` β0pE˚, ρq.(20)
By the Swan’s theory ([24], Th. 5.1, Corollary 6.1, and Lemma 5.2)
there exists a free resolution F˚ of Z over ZrGs such thatmipF˚q “ fi
: Our terminology here differs from that of the Swan’s paper [24].
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for i “ 0, 1, 2. Therefore µipGq 6 fi for i “ 1, 2. The proposition
follows. 
Remark 3.25. The proposition is valid for all i > 1, with some mild
restrictions on G (see Theorem 5.1 of [24].)
A similar method proves the next proposition.
Proposition 3.26. µ¯ipG, pΛq “ µipGq. 
Now we can obtain the estimate for µ2pC˚pXqq.
Proposition 3.27. We have µ2pC˚pXqq > µ¯2pG, pΛq.
Proof. LetD˚be a free finitely generated chain complex chain equiv-
alent to C˚pXq. Then
HipD˚q “ 0 for i ă 0, and H0pD˚q « pΛ, and H1pD˚q “ 0.
Using the standard procedure of killing the homology groups of a
chain complex, we embedD˚ into a free chain complexD
1
˚ “ D˚‘E˚
such that D1˚ is finitely generated in each dimension and
Ei “ 0 for i 6 2, and H0pD
1
˚q “
pΛ and HipD1˚q “ 0 for i ­“ 0.
Then m2pD˚q “ m2pD
1
˚q > µ2pGq. The proposition follows. 
The next Corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3.28. µ2pC˚pXqq > µ2pGq. 
4. INVARIANTS OF CHAIN COMPLEXES: Z{kZ-GRADED CASE
Definition 4.1. Let R be a ring, and k P N, k > 2. A Z{kZ-graded
chain complex is a family of free based finitely generated R-modules
Ai indexed by i P Z{kZ together with homomorphisms Bi : Ai Ñ
Ai´1, satisfying Bi ˝ Bi`1 “ 0.
Given k P N and a free based finitely generated Z-graded chain
complex C˚, one constructs a Z{kZ-graded chain complex C
˝
˚ as fol-
lows:
C˝
i
“
à
s”ipkq
Cs.
In this section we will be working with the Z{kZ-graded chain com-
plex induced by C˚pXq (see the definition (11)). It will be denoted by
C ˝˚ pXq, where
(21) C ˝i pXq “
à
s”ipkq
CspXq.
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Definition 4.2. Let C˚ be a Z{kZ-graded complex, and i P Z{kZ. The
minimal number mpDiq where D˚ is a Z{kZ-graded complex, chain
equivalent to C˚, is denoted by µipC˚q.
4.1. Lower bounds from local coefficient homology. Similarly to
section 3.2 we have the following estimates for the invariants µi of
Z{kZ-graded complexes. The proof of the next Proposition is similar
to 3.3.
Proposition 4.3. Let ρ : G Ñ GLpr, Fq a representation. Suppose that
there is a group epimorphism π1pXq Ñ G, then
µipC
˝
˚ pXqq >
ÿ
sPipkq
βspX, ρq. 
4.2. Invariant µ1 in the k-graded case. The previous theorem im-
plies the following lower bounds for µipC
˝
˚ pXqq in terms of the invari-
ants dpGq, δpGq.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that there exists a group epimorphism from
π1pXq to a finite and non-trivial group G. Then
1) µ1pC
˝
˚ pXqq > maxpδpGq ´ 1, 1q.
2) If G is simple or solvable we have µ0pC
˝
˚ pXqq ` µ1pC
˝
˚ pXqq >
dpGq.
Proof. We need only to prove that µ1pC
˝
˚ pXqq > 1. To this end,
observe that if µ1pC
˝
˚ pXqq “ 0, then the homology of X in degree 1
with all local coefficients vanish, which imply δpGq “ 1, then G is
cyclic, b1pGq “ 1, which leads to a contradiction. 
For the case of infinite groups we have the following result.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that there exists a group epimorphism from
π1pXq to an infinite group G. Then µ1pC
˝
˚ pXqq > 1.
Proof. LetD˚ be a Z{kZ-graded chain complex equivalent to C
˝
˚ pXq.
The module pΛ “ H0pC˚pXqq is a submodule of H0pC ˝˚ pXqq. The con-
dition D1 “ 0 would imply that H0pC
˝
˚ pXqq and
pΛ are submodules of
a free L-module C ˝
0
pXq, and this is impossible when G is infinite by
Lemma 3.12. 
This theorem holds for pΛbZQ by the same argument. This estimate
can be improved in the case when k ´ 2 > dimX. Note that in this
case the sum in the right hand side of (21) contains only one term
for every i.
Theorem 4.6. Assume that dimX 6 k ´ 2, and there exists a group
epimorphism from π1pXq to a finite group G. Then
µ1pC
˝
˚ pXqq > δpGq.
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Proof. Similarly to Section 3.3 it suffices to prove that
µ1pC
˝
˚ pXqq > β1pX, ρq ` 1
for any representation ρ such that H0pX, ρq “ 0. Let
D˚ “ t. . . Ð D´2
B´1
oo D´1
B0
oo D0 Ð . . .u
be a Z{kZ-graded complex, chain equivalent to K˚ “ C
˝
˚ pXq. The
chain complex D˚ does not necessarily vanish in any degree, and
the argument which we used in the proof of the Proposition 3.5 can
not be applied immediately.
Let D˚
φ
// K˚
ψ
// D˚ be the mutually inverse chain equiva-
lences. Since k > dimX ` 2, the chain complex K˚ vanishes in
degree ´1, hence the map ψ ˝ φ : D´1 Ñ D´1 is equal to 0. The exis-
tence of chain homotopy from ψ ˝φ to Id implies that the submodule
Ker B´1 “ Im B0 is a direct summand ofD´1, hence a projective pΛrGs-
module. Let us denote it by L. The Z{kZ-graded chain complex D˚
contains a (Z-graded) subcomplex
D1˚ “ t0 Ð L
B0
oo D0 Ð D1 Ð D2 Ð 0u,
with H0pD
1
˚q «
pΛ, H´1pD1˚q “ 0,H1pD1˚q « H1pD˚q. Denote by S Ă N
the multiplicative subset of all numbers t, such that gcdpt, |G|q “ 1.
The module S´1L is free by a fundamental result of R. Swan (see
[21], §5). Thus the chain complex D2˚ “ S
´1D1˚ is free over S
´1pΛrGs;
put
α “ mpD2´1q, β “ mpD
2
0
q, γ “ mpD2
1
q.
Let p be a prime divisor of |G|, and ρ : G Ñ GLpr,Fpq be a rep-
resentation. The homology of the complex K˚ b
ρ
Frp is isomorphic to
that of D2˚ b
ρ
Fr
p
in degrees ´1, 0, 1. Therefore the argument proving
Proposition 3.5 applies here as well, and the proof of the Theorem is
complete. 
5. ESTIMATES FOR THE NUMBER OF CLOSED ORBITS
We proceed to the estimates of the number of periodic orbits of a
Hamiltonian isotopy induced by a non-degenerate 1-periodic Hamil-
tonian H on a closed connected symplectic manifold M . We denote
by ĂM ÑM a regular covering with a structure group G. Put
(22) C˚pMq “ C˚pĂMq b
ZrGs
Λ
ZrGs
pM,ωq.
Denote by N the minimal Chern number of M .
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Definition 5.1. If N “ 0, put
(23) µipĂMq “ µipC˚pMqq.
(see Definition 3.1; here i P N).
If N ą 0 consider the Z{2NZ-graded chain complex C˝˚p
ĂMq (see
(21)) and put
(24) µipĂMq “ µipC ˝˚ pMqq.
(see Definition 4.2; here i P Z{2NZ).
The numbers µipĂMq are obviously homotopy invariants of M and
the chosen covering ĂM ÑM .
5.1. The spherical Calabi-Yau case. We consider here symplectic
manifolds M with c1pMqpAq “ 0 for every A P π2pMq. In this case
every contractible periodic orbit γ has a well-defined index ipγq P
Z. The Floer chain complex ĄCF ˚ is a Z-graded free based finitely
generated chain complex over the ring Λ
ZrGs
pM,ωq, generated in degree
k by contractible periodic orbits of the Hamiltonian vector field of
index k, and we haveĄCF ˚ „ C˚`npMq, where dimM “ 2n.
Denote by pk the number of contractible periodic orbits of period k.
The results of the previous sections imply the following lower bound:
pi´n > µipĂMq.
Applying the results of Section 3 we obtain the following lower bounds
for pi:
Proposition 5.2. For any field F and any representation ρ : G Ñ
GLpr,Fq we have
pi´n >
1
r
bipM,ρq.
Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.11 imply some stronger lower bounds
for i “ 1.
Theorem 5.3. 1) If π1pMq is non-trivial, then p1´n > 1.
2) If π1pMq has an epimorphism onto a finite group G, then
(a) p1´n > δpGq,
(b) p1´n > dpGq if G is solvable or simple,
(c) p1´n > 2 if G is not cyclic.
Let us proceed to the lower bounds for p2´n. Applying Corollaries
3.20 and 3.28 we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 5.4. Assume that π1pMq is finite and the homomorphism
π1pMq Ñ G is an isomorphism. Then
1) p2´n > δpπ1pMqq ´ b1pM, Fq ` b2pM,Fq for any field F.
2) If G is perfect, then p2´n > b2pM,Fq ` 2.
3) p2´n > µ2pπ1pMqq.
Remark 5.5. A recent result of Joel Fine and Dmitry Panov [7] as-
serts that for every finitely presented group G there exists a sym-
plectic manifold M of dimension 6 with the fundamental group G
and c1pMq “ 0.
5.2. The weakly monotone case. Let us denote by p the total num-
ber of the periodic orbits of the Hamiltonian vector field. We have
a Z{2NZ-graded chain complex ĄCF ˚, generated by periodic orbits,
such that ĄCF ˚ „ C ˝˚`npMq, where 2n “ dimM,
(see Theorem 2.8). Therefore
pi´n > µipĂMq for i P Z{2NZ.
Applying the results of the section 4 we obtain the following.
Theorem 5.6. For every representation ρ : G Ñ GLpr,Fq we have
pi´n >
1
r
´ ÿ
s”ip2Nq
bspM,ρq
¯
for i P Z{2NZ.
As for the number p1´n we have the following.
Theorem 5.7. 1) If π1pMq is non-trivial, then p1´n > 1.
2) If π1pMq has an epimorphism onto a finite group G, then
(a) p1´n > maxp1, δpGq ´ 1q, and p > δpGq.
(b) if G is simple or solvable, then p > dpGq,
(c) if G is not cyclic, then p > 2.
For the manifolds where the minimal Chern number N is strictly
greater than n “ dimM{2 we have the following improvement of
Theorem 5.7 (the proof follows from Theorem 4.6):
Theorem 5.8. Let N > n ` 1. Assume that π1pMq has an epimor-
phism onto a finite group G. Then
1) p1´n > δpGq.
2) If G is simple or solvable, then p1´n > dpGq.
3) If G is not cyclic, then p1´n > 2.
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5.3. The general case. Let M2n be an arbitrary closed connected
symplectic manifold. Theorem 2.9 together with Proposition 3.14,
Theorem 4.5 implies the following result. As we noted, Theorem 4.5
holds for pΛ bZ Q.
Theorem 5.9. Assume that π1pMq is infinite. Then p1´n > 1.
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